RIDER PACK – TIMING CHIP SETUP AND INFORMATION

This is your Rider Pack which contains the following:
-

Your race plate which attaches to the front of your bike. The plate already has set holes punched for you
to use to best display for course marshalling, photo and of course, timing. Please ensure the plate is
clearly visible to line of sight and is securely cable tied to your handle bars and not to your brake cables

-

1 large sticker sheet which contains 5 stickers as follows:
-

Bike sticker which must be placed around your seat post. You will notice on one side of the sticker
are 2 timing chips. Please make sure you carefully attach the sticker so the timing chips are facing
the back of your bike and are not actually touching anything (eg. Carbon, tool kit bag etc). Do not
alter the sticker in any way as this could compromise the integrity of the sticker and performance
of your timing chips.

-

4 smaller stickers which show the elevation of each Stage. Use these by placing along your handlebar
tube so you can easily reference while on the course.

Please be aware that as this is a 4 day 4 stage event, you will need to take extra care of your plates when loading
and transporting your bike at the end of each day. The event has found in the past that plates tend to blow off
during the drive. We provide high quality plates so it should remain in place for the full 4 days, however, you may
choose to remove your plate before travelling. Extra cable ties are available from the information tent. Please
DO NOT remove your bike tag from your seat post as this cannot be easily replaced.
blueChip Timing is the Official Timing Partner of the 2017 Cape to Cape MTB, Margaret River, Western Australia.
Results will be updated daily and live where a valid internet connection can be maintained.
Should you experience any problems with your timing chip please contact Race HQ at the finish line.
We hope you enjoy the experience.
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